Senate asks to play role in forming 5-year plan

By PATRICK O'NEILL

Clearing a right to consultation on all academic matters, the Faculty Senate yesterday asked the administration for representation on a formal role in the critical campus educational review which will shape the University's next five-year plan.

According to several members of the Senate's executive committee, the administration - specifically Provost Michael Aiken - improperly excluded faculty from the committee which will examine over 10 academic planning committees formed this summer.

Senate members argue that while the provost is not required to allow the Senate to approve members of these committees, the faculty government observers should be on all academic planning committees formed this year.

Senate members fear that while the provost is not required to allow the Senate to approve members of these committees, the faculty government observers should be on all academic planning committees formed this year.

"The Senate was never officially asked to provide membership for these committees," said David Rehfeld, the Senate chairman. "I'm hopeful that a process will be worked out so that the Senate can participate in this planning exercise in a meaningful way in the future.

"We have not and I'm thinking of a meeting at the provost's desk." Aiken, according to an associate, has offered to discuss the issue with the two sides, but declined to indicate whether Senate appointments would be allowed.

The administration formed the 10 committees, according to the University's Public Relations and Communication office, to carry out a major evaluation and revision of the University's curriculum. It will be under the umbrella of the Academic Planning and Budget Committee. APAC and the Council of Deans.

Please see SENATE, page 10.

Officials cite need for student safety awareness

By GREG TAUMAN

University administrators, city police and apartment complex managers said yesterday that students living in West Philadelphia need to be more aware of safety issues.

But off-campus residents who have recently been victims of crime said that the poor response of police and property managers have increased their vulnerability to area crime.

In addition, Director of Off-Campus Living Casaundra Martin said yesterday that the perceived increase in crime this semester may be due to an increase in the reporting of incidents.

Martin also said that the University and city police plans for a week to improve safety.

"A bit more care would help deter crimes," said Philadelphia Police Officer Bruce Price, who attended the symposium last night's Conference onland Campus Violence.

"You can cut out the branches, but if the root remains in the ground, you can't get rid of all violence at once," he said. "If we are serious about ending the types of violence we see now, we have to keep an eye on what we are doing every day and not wait for the next big thing to happen.

Price added that students can make themselves more aware of safety issues.

"Students are paying more attention to safety issues. Prize added. Campus Apartments General Manager Dave Deiktin said yesterday that the campus crime is improving security improvements such as installing first floor windows bars, deadbolt locks and emergency phones.

He also added that he said that student's awareness, citing efforts to teach awareness and reducing the passive effect of their security improvements.

Deiktin, who said the overall area crime is improving, added that when a break-in

Please see SAFETY, page 5.

Connaissance may alter its board

Leaders propose UMC seat on steering committee

By MATT HILK

Following sharp criticism from minority and other student groups, Connaissance has indicated that it plans to give the United Nations Council a permanent seat on its governing committee.

The new role is one of the changes made by the AACC's (American Association of Colleges of Cultural and Historical Studies) group's proposed new constitution. According to David Humphrey, the new version also calls for the creation of a committee on minority concerns.

Raphael said last night that the new constitution is in the works and will probably be approved in next week's Connaissance meeting. "A lot of leadership really wanted it so feel comfortable joining the group," he said. "They proposed it but it was not a real decision, it was just a suggestion."

Despite the potential addition of a UMC representative, from Political Union members still maintain that the group has not been receptive to student input.

Please see CONNAISSANCE, page 10.

College Board president addresses the "greying" of university students

By DAN SCHWARTZ

The 20-year-old in white-washed jeans who swills beer in the courtyard of College Board campus seems the epitome of the "greying" of university students.

But 90 percent of age of 25.

The pathway they will take is not a straight one. The key role in filling up the seats will be played by the older generations.

We are undergoing a revolution in education," said Stern, "because a large number of women are entering the labor force, or at least trying to. Men have been trying to compare with men. We are looking at women in different careers. We are looking at women who are interested in careers that are not traditionally women's careers.

We are looking at women who are interested in careers that are not traditionally women's careers. We are looking at women who are interested in careers that are not traditionally women's careers.

"I think mostly, [alumni want good counseling and to be made to feel welcome by younger students."
Architect says planners must design cities with people in mind

By LYNN WESTWATER

The city of Philadelphia holds the key to a better urban environment, according to Eugene Kohn, an American architect who spoke at the University of Pennsylvania last night.

"We need to get away from the myopia of high-rise buildings and the need to keep people in the cities," he said.

Kohn spoke at a event sponsored by the University's Committee on Urban Design.

"We need to think about the environment and the quality of life," he said. "We need to create places where people can live and work."
# On the Record

Hugo Sonnenschein:

Assuming the helm in SAS

## School of Arts and Sciences Dean

### DP: OK, if I don’t know the exact figure but you’ve mentioned on a couple of occasions that you’re paying for the maintenance of the space, is there a reason why it’s so low and also what is that maintenance paying for? Sonnenschein: Well, I think it’s low. I think it’s inadequate for what we’re trying to do. As you realize, we have a capital campaign which emphasizes the University’s economics department. So in a sense it’s a complicated issue and one that I’m trying to do my best to the best of my ability to understand and explain to the various freshman a deal we deal with. In particular we’re working in Arts and Sciences. In principle to explain the whole variety of topics that are going on and make it clear that the University is being spent on a lot of quality educational and scholarly programs.

### DP: Well, I think that the perspective that you see really comes from Penn families, where you’re not dealing with foundations, you’re really dealing with alumni of the school, grades of the school.

### Sonnenschein: Yes. I think the most distinguished group of alumni is Arts and Sciences at Penn. There, there can be no onus of what’s supporting what. Sonnenschein: Well, I think it’s complex because, as here to the discussion, you hear kind of issues. One is it’s very important for students to understand other cultures. No one can deny that. Many faculty feel they’re the business of explaining other cultures. That’s really important for the country. Sonnenschein: This is a link between the faculty and the alumnus and what the faculty is there to do. It’s important not only for the country as a whole, but I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. Sonnenschein: I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. I think that the faculty is there to be a role model.

## Penn’s Undergraduate Endowment

### DP: You said just before that the University must have a very real kind of figure. What the faculty has done, it’s done in the endowment. The endowment at Penn, from everything I can see, is in an extraordinarily well-managed way, it’s extraordinary. You think of the endowment of the University, so we’re constantly... Sonnenschein: There seems to be deductions that are made about the endowment. Some of these things are... Sonnenschein: I think of the endowment of the University, so we’re constantly involved with training and teaching....

## Perspectives Issue

### DP: What is the role of liberal arts and sciences? Sonnenschein: Here I have very strong feelings. I feel passionately that a basic Arts education is a very important issue.

## University’s Economics Department

### DP: But you don’t see the exact figure but you’ve mentioned on a couple of occasions that you’re paying for the maintenance of the space, is there a reason why it’s so low and also what is that maintenance paying for? Sonnenschein: Well, it’s low. I think it’s inadequate for what we’re trying to do. As you realize, we have a capital campaign which emphasizes the University’s economics department. So in a sense it’s a complicated issue and one that I’m trying to do my best to the best of my ability to understand and explain to the various freshman a deal we deal with. In particular we’re working in Arts and Sciences. In principle to explain the whole variety of topics that are going on and make it clear that the University is being spent on a lot of quality educational and scholarly programs.

### DP: Yes. I think the most distinguished group of alumni is Arts and Sciences at Penn. There, there can be no onus of what’s supporting what. Sonnenschein: Well, I think it’s complex because, as here to the discussion, you hear kind of issues. One is it’s very important for students to understand other cultures. No one can deny that. Many faculty feel they’re the business of explaining other cultures. That’s really important for the country. Sonnenschein: This is a link between the faculty and the alumnus and what the faculty is there to do. It’s important not only for the country as a whole, but I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. Sonnenschein: I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. I think that the faculty is there to be a role model. I think that the faculty is there to be a role model.
**Gene transfer may lead to MPS cure**

**Klan calls off Center City rally**

**By Peter Speigel**

The Ku Klux Klan has canceled its "White Pride Day" rally scheduled for November 1 in Center City because of threats of violence by anti-Klan groups.

Klan representative said that "it's just not worth it," that "we don't want to see what happened to the 49ers" and that "the rally would be a fiasco." He said there were "a lot of people" who had tried to stop the rally.

Skeets said, "I'm a Klansman and I don't believe in the ku klux klan." He said there were "too many people" who had tried to stop the rally.

**Kittens saved but cat still in the shaft**

**by Cheryl Family**

In an era of advanced genetic engineering, the ability to substitute a healthy gene for a defective one may soon become a reality.

But when the gene replacement therapy is used to correct a genetic defect, the therapy may also be risky.

"The risk of passing on the disorder, especially to someone who is not a carrier, is too great," said one expert. "We cannot risk the lives of others just to ensure the survival of our own."
Couple explains 'struggle' in Philadelphia

BY ANDREW LIBBY

Caroline and David Schock-Sherick, from the world of world history, explain the political and social "struggle" they defined as a Christian attitude towards sin, which they believe is a struggle for liberty in the midst of the world's corruption.

"...The struggle, in its essence, is a battle against the forces of evil within our society. We believe that this struggle is not only a personal one, but also a collective one, as we strive to make a difference in the world around us. We are committed to living our lives according to the principles of our faith and to spreading these values to others."

State police arrest 51 at Smokey Joe's

Another state police officer in the raid criticized the restaurant for violations in the future.

The strict measures are part of the state's new alcohol laws, which include a 15% increase in the minimum drinking age from 18 to 21.

The senior noticed that someone was in the doorway and asked who it was. Greene, who had initially thought that it was one of her eight housemates, ran out into the hallway to find him, but he escaped through the back door.

When Greene called the police, she was told that the restaurant may face either revocation of the bar's liquor license, to the Philadelphia District Attorney, recommendation 10 the District Attorney. The restaurant violated the state's new alcohol laws, which include a 15% increase in the minimum drinking age from 18 to 21.

The junior noticed that someone was in the doorway and asked who it was. Greene, who had initially thought that it was one of her eight housemates, ran out into the hallway to find him, but he escaped through the back door.
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The junior noticed that someone was in the doorway and asked who it was. Greene, who had initially thought that it was one of her eight housemates, ran out into the hallway to find him, but he escaped through the back door.

When Greene called the police, she was told that the restaurant may face either revocation of the bar's liquor license, to the Philadelphia District Attorney, recommendation 10 the District Attorney. The restaurant violated the state's new alcohol laws, which include a 15% increase in the minimum drinking age from 18 to 21.
### In a Strange Land

Three years ago an Indian graduate student in physics, Meena Shankar, was murdered in her room in Graduate Towers during the early evening of a fall Saturday. Although police believe the murder was random, an Indian graduate student was killed for no apparent reason.

Last year a Pakistan student was stabbed on the campus, and this year another Pakistani student was bashfully brought by three strangers to Chest Park in Chestnut Hill to be robbed.

We cannot help but wonder if drug dealers are especially at risk.

### The Rainbow Sign

Wayne Cushman, Azure, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

and with respect to victorianism and violence crime. One also cannot help but question the legality and effec-
tiveness of our efforts to make inter-
national students aware of the dangers of living in West Philadelphia.

Bradly is a student from West Africa, with an outstanding degree from a prestigious center of science in Massachusetts. In his first year he graduated with a 3.9 GPA, and was accepted to a teaching assistantship in the University of Pennsylvania, and was basically brought by three strangers to Chest Park in Chestnut Hill to be robbed.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of-foreign students. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin thinks that if the University were to know that these incidents occur, and that foreign students in compelled to live in an apartment in Graduate Towers during the summer, they would be able to provide better security for the students.

Shailin wishes that the University could provide better security for the students. She wishes that the University could provide better security for the students. She wishes that the University could provide better security for the students.

But Bradley thinks it would be a good beginning if there were, at the very least, a fund in the Provost’s Office for emergency students with financial need. He says that in his case, there was a fund that he could not use, because it was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.

Shailin comes from a country that people would consider as being authoritarian police state. In her country, the police are to be feared and avoided. Shailin was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students. She was really concerned about the safety of foreign students.
The Performing Arts on Campus

Music

- The Gospel Choir performs the Friday evening at the Christian Auditorium. The event begins at 7 p.m.

- A contemporary jazz concert takes place on the schedule. More information will be available soon.

- Schubert's symphony no. 5 will be performed by the University Symphony Orchestra on Sunday evening.

- The Philadelphia Orchestra will present a special concert on Monday night.

Performance

- "Amadeus" will be shown on Tuesday evening. Tickets are $10 at the door.

- "A Streetcar Named Desire" will be performed on Wednesday night. Tickets are $20 at the door.

- "West Side Story" will be presented on Thursday night. Tickets are $25 at the door.

- The Philadelphia Theatre Company will present a new play on Friday evening. Tickets are $30 at the door.

Film

- "Schindler's List" will be shown on Saturday evening. Tickets are $40 at the door.

- "The Shawshank Redemption" will be presented on Sunday evening. Tickets are $50 at the door.

- A screening of "Forrest Gump" will take place on Monday night. Tickets are $35 at the door.

- "Casablanca" will be shown on Tuesday night. Tickets are $50 at the door.

Angela Davis opens violence conference

DAVIS, from page 1

She said that blacks have always been taught white people's history. 

Davis listed statistics showing that black Americans have always been taught white people's history. She said that blacks have always been taught white people's history. She said that blacks have always been taught white people's history.

"We must all face the fact that this country was built upon the backs of others," Davis said. 

She added that she was proud to be a part of the conference, which was sponsored by the Association for the Advancement of African American Men.

"I am proud to be a part of this conference," Davis said. "It is an honor to be here with so many talented people who are fighting for justice and equality." 

The conference will continue on Tuesday with a panel discussion on the history of black Americans and the role of education in their struggle for equality.

Penn's Dining Services-thec best and the best value

Penn's Dining Services-thec best and the best value

"WHERE CHAMPIONS DINE. THE KNIFE OF HEARTS 100% EVERYDAY 293 SOUTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106 (215) 921-3590 During SCUE's Take A Professor to Lunch Week Oct 31st to Nov 4th Utilize, your Hospitality Services Divisions At any Dining Services unit and At the Penn Tower Hotel's Terrace Restaurant you pay for your lunch, the Profe is FREE At The FACULTY CLUB the member Professor must invite you so he or she must pay for lunch and you are FREE All you need is your PENN CARD and a Professor

Penn's Dining Services-the best and the best value

"CAREER DAY - NOVEMBER 3 & 4 Tele-Dating

GALS call 976-4111

GUYS call 976-3111

ENDING CAMPUSS VIOLENCE: DECISIONS AND DIRECTIONS A NATIONAL CONFERENCE AN EVENING OF ENTERTAINMENT

HOLLY NEAR with John Burchino FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1988 • 8 PM

IRVINE AUDITORIUM

CAREER DAY - NOVEMBER 3 & 4
World
Islamic Jihad releases photo of hostage Terry Anderson
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Islamic Jihad, which was behind Terry Anderson's kidnapping last April, said yesterday that it had released a photograph of the American journalist to support a statement denying links to a Lebanese group believed to be the kidnappers of Israeli Moshe Fainish.

Italian police have said they had photographs found in the winner's luggage that were reproductions. They were of Anderson, American hostage Alan Kheda and a man they believe is the militant who called himself Ted."In Anderson's 3-year-old son. His other daughter, Sulome, was born after he was kidnapped. His other daughter, Gabrielle, was 10 at the time. He has been held longer than 14 foreigners still missing in Lebanon. Most of the cap-

New report warns of business excesses

New York — A report released by the kidnappers of Terry Anderson, the chief Middle East correspond-

Mamie Jihad, which means Islamic Holy War, claimed responsibility for the 13 pictures of Anderson.

No changes have been made in it since his office, which they call "Terry's room." Mr. Anderson, the chief Middle East correspon-

An OIC statement released by the kidnappers said the 13 photographs were of Anderson. It said a tape later of Anderson's 3-year-old son, Terry...

New deputized to eliminate inefficiencies, aiding consumers

No. An OIC statement released by the kidnappers said the 13 photographs were of Anderson. It said a tape later of Anderson's 3-year-old son, Terry...

Patrik It     I he Daily Pengs) Ionian    I tula), October 28, 1988

Lebanese state television said it would reproduce the 13 photographs of the American journalist to support a statement denying links to a Lebanese group believed to be the kidnappers of Israeli Moshe Fainish. The terrorists, led by Abu Jibran (Dmitry V.) rebel claimed to have received a report by "the martyrs" that...
WASHINGTON — President Reagan recommended yesterday that the new U.S. Embassy in Moscow be built on a block surrounded by existing offices and hotels to reduce security problems. Officials involved in the embassy's construction are finding it difficult to find an empty site.

Reagan said in a telephone conversation with Walter Kohn, West German Foreign Minister, that a site could be found.

Assistant Secretary of State Charles Redman said Kohn and other officials would work with the State Department to identify a site.

W. Germany promises not to sell secrets to Soviets

WASHINGTON — West Germany has promised the United States that it will not sell domestic products and services with military technology to the Soviet Union, U.S. officials said yesterday.

The assurances were made last week in a private session in Moscow by Chancellor Helmut Kohl and a group of 30 businessmen, a senior official said.

The West Germans consulted with the United States about the deals they intended to make and ended up because they were being very careful," said the official, who spoke on condition that he not be identified.

At the same time, the United States has not hesitated to raise questions with the Soviets about military and defense supplies and facilities, he said.

"We have received assurances from West Germany that it will observe COCOM procedures when it comes to carrying out the various deals that it will observe Soviet bloc, Organization and Japan can sell to the United States about the deals they intended to make and ended up because they were being very careful," said the official, who spoke on condition that he not be identified.

At the same time, the United States has not hesitated to raise questions with the Soviets about military and defense supplies and facilities, he said.

"We have received assurances from West Germany that it will observe COCOM procedures when it comes to carrying out the various deals that it will observe Soviet bloc, Organization and Japan can sell to the United States," said the official, who spoke on condition that he not be identified.

At the same time, the United States has not hesitated to raise questions with the Soviets about military and defense supplies and facilities, he said.

"We have received assurances from West Germany that it will observe COCOM procedures when it comes to carrying out the various deals that it will observe Soviet bloc, Organization and Japan can sell to the United States," said the official, who spoke on condition that he not be identified.
The merchants at Houston Hall Mall present their **Halloween Costume Parade**

**Monday, Oct.31st**
**1 PM**
Houston Hall Dining Room

**fantastic prizes!**

* For more info: contact Bonnie in the Office of Student Life
**1st floor, Houston Hall**

**Specials available throughout the mall**

Win Yourself a Treat!
Diverse foes await Volleyball

**Tigers ready to pounce on Penn**

The League administration's policy that Dartmouth's standing, although Dartmouth is reserved an

By M. K.

**Tigers ready to pounce on Penn**

Syracuse tonight and two Ivy schools tomorrow. They were on their way to face three different

Tigers will also play Cornell. The last meeting

W. Tennis hits ECACs as Friedman returns

**By JANIE STOBORD**

Until recently, the Penn women's tennis team was going to get in two categories: Ivy and non-Ivy. However, when the Quakers

Not only means a great deal to the Ivy

Tigers (16-8, 4-0) in the league race. But that is not what Sagula

By JANE STODDARD

”I don’t know if she’ll make it

16-8, 4-0. In the Ivy,

“Draws are key,” Leary said. “If

There’s an opportunity for us to play those

“Winning would make the whole

The Tigers' defense had struggled earlier in the season, but last week's victory over Harvard restored some confidence. Penn has allowed only 15 points in the
to lose some momentum.” Ears

“Sherry C’llarry attempts a kill against Columbia.”

Turk's and Tom's Palace

**.examples**

**READ DP SPORTS OR ELSE**

“Sherry C’llarry attempts a kill against Columbia.”

Hope College Women's Soccer Team Takes the Lead

The Western Michigan University Women's Soccer Team Takes the Lead

**Smokey Joe's is the Hot Spot for Great Food**

**Homecoming Weekend, Close to 1000 People Chose to Eat at Smokey Joe's!**

You're a college student, write and tell us why your campus would be the

**TRY SMOKEY JOE'S THIS WEEKEND FOR THE FOOD, THE SERVICE, THE FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE!**

See the Late, Late Show

**Smokey Joe's**

**The Pennsylvania**

**Friday, October 28, 1988**

The Princeton Review

**40th & Walnut**

Tommy Leonard/Colby Sawyer

**ONE LIFE TO LIVE**

**WHERE YOU CAN GO TO GRAD SCHOOL, THERE’S ONE MORE RIDICULOUS TEST.**

**The GRE: The GMAT: The LSAT**

Chances are, you'll have to face one of these to get into graduate school.

The Princeton Review can make the experience a lot more bearable.

It's a tricky business. But you suddenly realize you will need those reports copied for a 3.0 a.m. meeting. Don't panic—just go to Kinko's. We're open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Now those rush jobs will be handled as easily as picking up your remote control.

**KINKO'S OPEN 24 HOURS.**

3923 Walnut St.

386-5679

**BEFORE YOU CAN GO TO GRAD SCHOOL, THERE’S ONE MORE RIDICULOUS TEST.**

The GRE. The GMAT. The LSAT. Chances are, you'll have to face one of these to get into graduate school. The Princeton Review can make the experience a lot more bearable. Not to mention rewarding.

We teach the skills necessary to conquer these tests, so you can conquer your fears.

Unlike that other "prep" course, we feature small classes and personalized instruction. And your results are immediate: You can return your class materials, just call us at 215/923-2077. If we don't hear from you soon, well... good luck.

**HELP ONE LIFE TO LIVE find a college campus to show several exciting episodes of its soap, within-a-soap, "Profectably Now." If you're a college student, write and tell us why your campus would be the perfect location for "Profectably Now." It is possible, enclose a couple of photographs of your school's exterior and mail to:

**The Pennsylvania**

**The Review**

**Page 11**

In this weekend's tournament, Friedman may get another chance to test out the team's skills before the Ivy. Penn State.

Like the Eastern Collegiate Tournament, the ECACs are judged by the seed assigned to each team. Last weekend, the Quakers were

Syracuse, a team the Quakers haven't faced in

The only thing we have to gain is the ability to have the seed we want. The first seed. If we had achieved second seed and not

However, for the past couple of weeks, the Quakers have been without the services of their captain and top player, Becky Friedman, who has been honored to a side injury. Friedman will return to the home

Penn will also play Cornell. The last meeting

two Ivy schools tomorrow.

**RESPECT, from page 54**

never has a match to make them feel better. It's only the way that they

As tournament time draws near, the need for

Quakers' only home dual-match of

**THE REVIEW**

386-5679
New Delhi Indian Restaurant
Open 7 days a week 12:00 noon to 11:00 Vegetarian and Non-vegetarian Cuisine
Lunch Buffet Saturday and Sunday 12:30 to 4:30 5.95 Dinner Buffet Monday through Thursday 6:00 to 10:00 19.95
4004 Chestnut Street 386-1941
15% Off with this ad

Sarah Lawrence College Oxford
An opportunity for qualified undergraduates to spend a year at Oxford, individual seminars with Oxford faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with Oxford degree students in Oxford's rich educational tradition.
For information contact:
Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box EPPS
Brattleboro, New York 05301

Saladalley
Introduces:
Joe McMullin & Susan Amo
Jazz Duo

And
A New French Buffet
The buffet includes: Country Scalloped Eggs, Bacon, Sausage Links, Fench Toast, Homestyle, Herried Eggs, Smoked Whiskiish, Salad, Baggis and Cream Cheese, Muffins, Apple Strudel Cake, A variety of Carbohydrates and Fresh Fruits, our Full Salad Bar and Coffee or Tea.

Lunch Tues. Fri. 11:30-2:00
Dinner Mon-Sat. 5:00-10:00
1713 South St.
985-1963

Pepople Interested in Photography
The Record, Penn's yearbook, will be holding an introductory meeting:

Thursday Nov. 3, 7:30 PM 3933 Walnut St. 3rd Floor

Please Attend

SAC Funded

Lightweights’ Dianno does it all
By ALEC SCHWARTZ
At Bishop McDevitt High School in Cheltenham, Pa., his friends called him “Do-it-all Dianno,” because he could do more sports than anyone else;
children who answered him, because Mark Dianno has done it all.

Dianno, a junior, walked on to the Penn lightweight football team last fall, but after five games he is now more than just another name on the roster.
He leads the Eastern Lightweight Football League with 72 tackles on 96 series. He has caught four passes for 33 yards, scored five touchdowns, compiled one of four punts, returned one punt and occasionally taken over punt returns for the Quakers. He has been instrumental in transforming a team that was once 30 straight years without a winning season into a contender for the league title. Indeed, he has done it all.

“His a very talented athlete,” Penn coach Bill Wagner said. “If you don’t believe him, have you seen him do it?”

Dianno’s determination is only surpassed by his humility. His success has not changed his attitude, as his teammates readily attest.

“I give a credit to the offensive line, but especially [tackles] Tony [Spangler] and Bill [Boyle]. We’ve been on the same side, he’s a real team player.”

As a senior at Bishop McDevitt, Dianno captained the football team. He played halfback, punt and kick field goals. Off the field, he scored touchcatchdowns in the classroom and was selected for the first-team Jim Henry Award, sponsored by the Maxwell Club.

The Maxwell Club, prior to 1985, selected a student athlete of the year. In 1985, the Jim Henry Award was established to honor Dianno, who played with his shoulder separated in the second week of practice, which enabled him to throw for a touchdown

Upon returning, Dianno was deferred to wide receiver in order to preserve him for the Quakers. Jim Henry Award was established to honor Dianno, who played with his shoulder separated in the second week of practice, which enabled him to throw for a touchdown.

Frustrated by the proposition of winning no time in a sophomore season on the varsity, Dianno quit after training camp in the fall of 1987 and focused on his other athletic strength — track and field. He competed for the Penn track team for two years before deciding to return for football.

“IP was representative of making the team,” he said. “I knew I was capable, and I really wanted to see a trip, and in fact the season, for the Quakers, as it became the only Ivy League team which had not scored a touchdown.

Thieves!!!

PI SIGMA ALPHA
National Political Science Honor Society

Introductory Meeting Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 4:30 pm Stiteler Hall, B-30
Requirements: Open to all at least junior standing, at least four Pol. Sci. courses with a 3.7 GPA or better, and a 3.4 or better overall GPA.
Get ideas and proposals. Questions? Blaine - 243-8068

Princeton was able to make up for the teams, he said. “We have been scoring a lot of points — (hat Persian carpets and gold-

Deranged Swamis hit Philadelphia streets

By ALEC SCHWARTZ
The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories.Translator’s note: In the following lines, Dianno might have waited 33 years, at least. He’s marriage.

And he could probably start for the Nation’s (field hockey) team this year. (This doesn’t happen often.) He’s just 24 years old, after all.

But no one wanted to dress like a Swami. We were fully dressed, and ever since our Swami emotions ended, we came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face. The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories. We’re hungry, and we’ll be ready. We came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face. The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories.

Field Hockey cruises, 2-0

The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories.

Freshmen to battle Tigers

During the following spring, Dianno suffered a shoulder separated in the second week of practice, which enabled him to throw for a touchdown.

“Penn sounds very strong,” Dipipi said. “Most of the games have been low-scoring, hard-fought ones. Dipipi said. “Most of the games have been low-scoring, hard-fought ones. We’re hungry, and we’ll be ready. We came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face. The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories.

Field Hockey cruises, 2-0

This game was a real game-opener for Cornell. Jesse commented. “It’s a real game-opener for Cornell. We’re hungry, and we’ll be ready. We came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face.
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This game was a real game-opener for Cornell. Jesse commented. “It’s a real game-opener for Cornell. We’re hungry, and we’ll be ready. We came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face. The Quakers are looking to average last year’s rout and to end Princeton’s string of victories. We’re hungry, and we’ll be ready. We came to the only possible conclusion: It’s a flaming face.
NEW YORK — Davey Johnson signed a three- year contract as manager of the New York Mets on Monday, just over a week after the firing of Frank Cashen. Johnson would not manage the team in 1988 because of surgery to his right knee, which was scheduled for the winter. Johnson's deal also included an option for the 1992 season.

Cashen said he wanted a manager he could "trust and know." The former Seattle Mariners manager was known for his ability to keep a team in contention, and he had a reputation for being a good tactician.

"I would certainly have not had that public discussion about Davey's future, it was not the right time to discuss it," he said. "That misunderstanding that was certainly my fault. I apologize to Davey. Davey was saying one thing. I was understanding a different thing.

Cashen and Johnson could not be reached for comment.

"We haven't figured that out yet," Cashen said. "If we did, we probably wouldn't have been misunderstanding each other.

Johnson's contract will be worth approximately $430,000 a year. The Mets have an option for the 1990 season.

"I'm not going to change the way I'm going to be successful in baseball than managing the New York Mets," Johnson said. "I want to beigger challenge. If it's not more money, I would have stayed.

Johnson always wanted to manage in the National League and the Mets is the National League.

North Carolina's Reid suffers injury to foot

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — All-America forward J.R. Reid of North Carolina may be out as long as four weeks because of a sprained ankle suffered in the 13th minute of last Saturday's loss to Florida State.

Reid, a junior from Virginia Beach, Va., averaged 18 points and 8.9 rebounds a game. He was named to the ACC All-Conference second team last season.

The injury has been "dramatically improved," but Reid is still "slowly improving," according to Tar Heel coach Larry Brown.

"He's not going to be ready to play in two or three weeks," Brown said. "But he's not going to be ready to play in two or three weeks either.

Brewer said. "A decision will be made in 1989."

Reid's parents. "J.R.'s injury is a chance that he would not be managing next year."

McKinney, the Mets general manager, has been running the team for the past year. But he said Monday that he was "very happy" with the job he has been doing this year.

"I hope we have a bullseye," he said. "I hope we have a bullseye."

McKinney said that the team would be "very happy" with the job he has been doing this year.

"I want to manage the biggest challenge. But if we don't, I'm not going to let you," said McKinney. "I want to be the bigger challenge."

Former BYU linebacker assigned drug treatment

SALT LAKE CITY — Former BYU football standout Dave Sanders was assigned drug treatment after a weekend's judicialrawl between Julio Cesar Chavez and Tony Tyler.

Sandy Sanders, 25, was assigned to a 30-day halfway house in Provo, Utah, to handle this injury.
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**Quakers, Tigers fight for respect**

BY ALAN SCHWARTZ

An Ivy League football team rarely gains national notoriety by losing a game. But on October 6, when Princeton lost to Columbia in the first-ever Ivy League game, a major college record, the Tigers elicited sympathy from fans up and down the nation.

"We've had problems taking losses too lightly," Princeton head coach Steve Tosches said. "Penn hasn't.

"We're ready to play that day. Princeton quarterback and punter Jon Garrett said. "We played poorly last year against them. But I think we can prove ourselves to minimize that loss.

Since that game, the Tigers (4-2, 3-1 Ivy) have beaten Bucknell (40-10), Harvard (42-10) and sparked-dreaming champion Harvard, 23-8, to remain in the Ivy League race. So while defeating Penn (4-3, 2-1 Ivy) would meet the plan of their Coach McChristian's "plan was to distribute the ball, and we had both goals on rebounds, that's the way we do it," Sage explained. "It gave us confidence the rest of the game."

"That first goal was a big one for us," Sage said. "It was our last winning margin last year.

The victory over Lehigh brought the Tigers up a point during their last 14 quarters of action. The Quakers, 0-5, have topped 20 points this season. What's more, they have held their opponents to 30 or fewer points in all but one game this season. When Columbia averaged 14 points per game against the Tigers.

"I'm not sure how we're going to handle them," Sage said. "They throw the ball a lot,"

Please see HOCKEY, page 12

F. Hockey quickly diffuses Engineers

BY SCOTT WAYBURN

The Penn field hockey team got its third shutout in a row as the Quakers took Lehigh for a 2-0 tune-up victory courtesy of Leonawee's second goal of the night and Jaczun's first goal of the season.

"It was Vagelos' second score. It was Vagelos' second score on a rebound. We'd love to see him play more," Sage said.

"We are cool too. We're Swamis."

"No — Ivy football games." DARTMOUTH

"We Swamis know a sure bet. And we have a bad feeling Keith is gone.

"We fly around on carpets all over the world."

"Who cares?"

"We Swamis left Amy to ask her Mommy about that one and found a thank you."

"Hey, you, you don't know who my Mommy is. Mommy, do you know who my Mommy is?"

"No, my football games."